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 Nepal is a small country, but it is home to a BIG mountain. Mt. Everest, 

the highest mountain in the world, is in Nepal. It’s part of the Himalayan 

mountain range that sits on the border between Nepal and China.  Mount    

Everest is 29,035 feet high (or 8,850 meters) or almost 5½ miles! If you 

could stack 20 Empire State Buildings on top of each other, that would 

equal about the height of Mt. Everest.  

Nepal 
 Nepal is a landlocked country in Asia, 

which means it doesn’t border any seas or 

oceans. It is completely surrounded by  

China and India on every side. It is a  

country full of opposites. The capital city 

of Kathmandu reaches an average high 

temperature of 78° F, but the mountain 

tops are far below freezing. Some places 

get 75 inches of rain every year, while  

other places are deserts.  
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Kathmandu is the capital of Nepal and 

its largest city. It was founded over 

1,000 years ago, in AD 723! Today it is 

home to ancient palaces and a modern 

university and has an airport nearby. 

Kathmandu/is/the/capital/of/Nepal/and/its/////
largest/city./It/was/founded/over/1,000/years/
ago,/in/AD/723!/Today/it/is/home/to/ancient//
palaces/and/a/modern/university/and/has/an//
airport/nearby.///////////////////////////////////// 
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Pokhara/is/about/100/miles/west/of/the/////////
capital./It/is/hotter/and/wetter/than/most///////
other/places/in/the/country./It/can/reach/////// 
100°F/in/June/and/get/around/100/inches/of///
rain/during/the/monsoon/season.///////////////// 
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 I hope you’ve enjoyed visiting four of the many cities in Nepal! Before you leave 

to go home, could I ask you to do something special for the people here? Nepal is 

home to more than three hundred people groups. Over one hundred languages are 

spoken, but only a few dozen have any Scriptures translated for them yet. Of the  

approximately 30 million people who live in Nepal, more than 29 million still do not  

understand how much Jesus loves them.  

 Will you remember to pray for the people of Nepal? Here are a few things you 

can pray for. You can add more prayer requests to the list as you think of them! 

 
 Pray that people will have Bibles to read in whatever language they speak. 

 
 Pray for the people living in Kathmandu, Bandipur, Chitwan, Pokhara, and  
 every city and town to believe in Jesus.  

 
  


